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Luxxbox Debuts New Acoustic Solutions at NeoCon
2019
WAFFLES WALL TILES ADDRESS ACOUSTIC NEEDS, CREATING A MORE
PRODUCTIVE AND COMFORTABLE WORK ENVIRONMENT

(Pictured: Luxxbox’s new acoustic wall tiles – Waffle Discs)

Luxxbox, a leading designer of acoustic solutions, announced that it will be debuting new
acoustic solutions at NeoCon 2019, including the new Waffles Wall Tile. Waffles, along with
Luxxbox’s other new products, will be on display at booth #7-4078 on the 7th floor, The Mart in
Chicago, Illinois, June 10-12, 2019.
Waffles Wall Tiles are one of Luxxbox’s more playful acoustic solutions, offering unique visual
appeal while reducing reverberated noise in open space, creating a more comfortable work
environment. Waffles feature a noise reduction coefficient (NRC) of 0.45+, offering significant
absorption over a wide range of frequencies.

Available in over 40 mesmerizing colors, Waffles is offered in two distinct designs—Discs or
Leaves—and are available in a variety of sizes to cater to any interior space.
Waffle Discs are individual, circular units that can be wall mounted, back lit, or suspending
independently or in multiples to create a unique design focal point. The various sizes ranging
from 17.7”-39.3” in diameter, allow for additional dynamic visuals when mixing the smaller and
larger discs. With the option of either one or two sides of acoustic covering, as well as with or
without striking LED illumination, Waffle Discs simultaneously address acoustic and lighting
needs.
Waffle Leaves are free-standing, leaf-shaped noise management tools, with either one or two
sides of acoustic covering. Offered in a variety of sizes, widths range from 1.5’-2.5’ and heights
range from 3.9’-4.9’. Waffle Leaves can stand independently or be grouped in clusters varying
heights, colors, and sizes to create a custom statement piece—the possibilities are endless.
Quality space and noise-management solutions make for happy environments. Luxxbox's
acoustic lighting, baffles, and furniture products turn down the volume to increase productivity,
creating happy, healthy workspaces the world over.
To learn more about Luxxbox, please visit www.luxxbox.com.
###
About Luxxbox
Luxxbox creates decorative and innovative acoustic lighting, flexible lounge systems, and agile
office furniture designed for modern, collaborative work spaces, all in their pursuit of passionate,
curious, and authentic design. Clients are served throughout Australia as well as through
distributors in the United States and Southeast Asia. Luxxbox is committed to developing
authentic, original designs and is a proud member of Be Original Americas. To learn more about
Luxxbox, please visit luxxbox.com and join Luxxbox at facebook.com/luxxboxdesignstudio.

